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Introductions
Anorak Life David Vanek

Beyond
Encryption

Equipsme

Jessica Pattison
Gareth Jones

Anorak is a smart data company on a mission to build the smartest life insurance adviser, redefining
the way millions protect their future. To do this, it uses data science and machine learning to power a
service that gives everyone access to personalised and regulated advice about their life and their risks

@DavidVanek1
anorak.life

Beyond Encryption’s Mailock Solution is a Secure Communication Platform that enables companies to
easily comply with regulatory requirements to protect sensitive data in transit. Whether the email is
sent from a desktop, via back office systems or a mass mailing function (statements, policy
documents, invoices), the content can be secured.

@BeyondEncrypt
beyondencryption.com

Matthew Reed Eqiupsme has made Health Insurance accessible, affordable and possible for UK Businesses
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@equipsme
equipsme.com
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Feebris

Footfalls &
Heartbeats

Elina
Naydenova

Simon
McMaster

Getsurance Jasper Koch

hs.live

Influmetrics

James
Somauroo

Flemming
Madsen

Feebris is democratising access to personalised high-quality diagnosis by putting the brains of doctors
into everyone’s smartphone. Feebris is an AI-powered mobile health platform for community-based
diagnosis and monitoring of the elderly and children. The platform connects to off-the-shelf sensors,
such as digital stethoscopes and wearables, and uses advanced machine learning to identify markers
of disease and complications early and facilitate appropriate treatment.

@feebris
feebris.com
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What if the socks you wore monitored your movement? What if the bed you slept in and the seat you
sat on were able to understand your activity? You interact with textiles 96% of your life. What if these
@footfalls_uk
textiles formed the basis of an intelligent / connected 'care in the home’ healthcare proposition for
footfallsandheartbeats.c
om
the elderly, improving health and wellbeing day-to-day? Footfalls & Heartbeats are innovators in
smart textile platform technologies where “the textile is the sensor”.
6
Getsurance is developing digital life insurance products, currently focusing on disability insurance and
income protection. With high-speed insurance know how and tech expertise, Getsurance is truly
revolutionizing the market of life insurance. Their mission: Make disability insurance available and
affordable for everyone!

@getsurance
getsurance.de

HS. is an accelerator that builds, scales and invests in healthtech startups to tackle global health
issues. It works with founders, startup teams, health providers and corporates to improve health and
patient care through innovation.

@hsventure
hs.live

Maybe there is a hidden opportunity, risk, error, or something more sinister hiding in your data?
Anomaly Server for Excel empowers your analysts with the insight that normally requires data
scientists and coding. The easy way to cut risk, uncover fraud and prioritise attention.
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@Influmetrics
@Anomaly_server
influmetrics.com
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Intelligent
Interfaces

Kraydel

LVLFi

Meal IQ

My mhealth

Portabl.co

Quealth

Shift
Technologies

Styliff tech

Al Ryrie

Intelligent Interfaces is an A.I. powered platform that enables you to make the most out of your
existing traffic.

Kraydel was founded to combat loneliness and social isolation and improve the lives and experiences
of the elderly. Kraydel improves safety, wellbeing and social engagement through simple to use
Rupinder Singh
technology, with its primary markets being Domiciliary care, healthcare and insurance, both in the UK
and internationally

Alex Devoto

Lvlfi gamifies exercise through a platform of mobile games, encouraging users to take more steps and
break sedentary habits. By increasing steps, users substantially lower their risk for diabetes,
cardiovascular disease and cancer, leading to lower health and life insurance premiums for the
individual or corporate

@IInterfaces
intelligentinterfaces.co
@KraydelCares
kraydel.com
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@LVLFi
lvlfi.com
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Ariya
Priyasantha

Meal IQ makes it super convenient for people with health conditions to plan and shop meals in 3
clicks. It uses AI to find public internet recipes that fit peoples' diets, nutrition, taste and budget
requirements, and then shop the ingredients automatically via online grocery supermarkets.

Dr Simon
Bourne

my mhealth provide the only NHS Approved apps for the management of long term conditions.
Evidence based, and highly secure our connected solutions assist patients manage their COPD,
Asthma, Diabetes and Heart Disease in over 60 CCGs in NHS England, Scotland, Wales and beyond. Its
clinician and analytics platforms assist clinicians to manage their patients at massive scale, and
providers and insurers understand and drive better outcomes for their patients.

@mymhealthltd
mymhealth.com

PORTABL.co provide portable insurance, benefits and pensions to the fast growing freelance and gig
economies - all wrapped up into a monthly membership model.
PORTABL members enjoy all the full-time benefits of employment... without the boss!

@PORTABLco
https://portabl.co/

Quealth is a highly validated, evidence-based health improvement intervention App that focuses on
the prevention of the world’s most disruptive non-communicable diseases - cardiovascular disease,
type 2 diabetes, dementia, COPD and cancers.

@Quealth
quealth.co

Mark Colgan

Paul Nash /
Daryn Shaxted

Jeff Manricks

Charlie Regis

Shift Technology are helping insurer clients to win the war against insurance fraud & automation of
the claims process, solely focused on the global insurance sector, Shift exploit the best of AI and
Machine Learning to help insures save money and maintain the highest customer satisfaction
Actiff is an app that marries the two worlds of exercise and fashion and is designed to inspire a
generation to become more physically active. It rewards every type of physical activity and every type
of active lifestyle. Through utilising its award winning clothing-to-health risk technology it can analyse
users fashion orders to calculate biometric data to help insurers quantify the risk of their customers.
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@mealiq
getmealiq.com
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@shiftechnology
shift-technology.com
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@StyliffTech
styliff.com
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The Baobab Network is Africa’s Social Impact Technology Accelerator – driving social and economic
The Baobab
development across Sub-Saharan Africa. Through working with our corporate partners, The Baobab
Toby Hanington
Network
Network provides a unique vehicle for organisations to support and collaborate with some of Africa’s
most exciting tech start-ups, addressing the most pressing global issues.
The Players
Tyrre Burks
Health

vHealth

Your MD

Yulife

Hajdi Cenan /
Nina Sesto

PlayersHealth is a sports MGA that helps sports organizations manage risk and control liability by
providing risk management services and on demand insurance.
vHealth Lab supports cardiovascular patients to better manage their health. Their AI-powered
platform, combined with remote ECG devices and a mobile app for consumers, allows for real-time
medical diagnostics and monitoring, supporting patients to make better healthcare decisions.

Jonathon
Carr-Brown /
Matteo
Berlucchi

Your.MD is a free service that uses Artificial Intelligence to help users find safe health information to
help them make the best choices for their health. Your.MD is available on Android, iOS, the web and
other popular messenger platforms.

Jaco
Oosthuizen /
Josh Hart

Yulife is the world's first lifestyle insurance business. Their mission is to inspire everyone to live their
best life - financially, mentally and physically. Their goal is to improve the lives of millions of people.

Social: www.instech .london |@instech_london | www.facebook.com/instechlondon | www.instagram.com/instechlondon
Quote: Robin Merttens (@MerttsR), Paolo Cuomo (@pgc_at_work), Matthew Grant (@MatthewJGGrant)
Wifi:

@thebaobabnetwork
thebaobabnetwork.com
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@PlayersHealth
playershealth.com
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@vHealthLab
vhealthlab.london
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@yourdotmd
your.md
11
@yulife
www.yulife.com
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